
Escape from the unpleasant and banal aspects of days, while life passes by and a new temporary 
reality is entered.
In futility.

The debut OVNA OVICH capsule collection ‘Escapist Society’, is based on the feeling of escapism 
or the need to. Director / Designer Marina Davis transformed art work from her kindergarten days 
into digital prints, exploring the idea of regression as a method to escape. For this season’s print 
Davis collaborated with textile designer Caroline Stephen.

The colour palette journeys from the serious and subdued to the more light hearted, pointing to the 
polar states of mind while silhouettes lend themselves to a feeling of unencumbered space and 
offer up a sense of freedom to the wearer.

OVNA OVICH founded in 2012 Auckland, New Zealand, is a clothing label dedicated to creating 
forms for the body with the world in mind. They only use fibers such as silk, certified organic cot- 
ton, hemp, linen and wool that have been investigated for their qualities and consequences. Any 
dyeing required meets Global Organic Testing standards, which has the highest level of standards 
in terms of ecological impact.

As more and more manufacturing jobs head offshore, leaving unemployment in its wake, Wthe 
OVNA OVICH production process brings on board some of New Zealand’s highly skilled and dis-
placed garment workers.

The very first OVNA OVICH summer collection will be launched in November 2013 at The Service 
Depot in Wellington and The Family Design Store in Gisbourne, New Zealand. 

Their debut collection will also be exclusively available for pre-order on their brand new website 
that is launching this week. To celebrate their website launch all pre-orders receive free worldwide 
shipping with delivery in November 2013.
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